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Organization/Clarity Comments

Comments

the professor was well organized

My professor was awesome but sometimes the videos and the video teaching style was different from the on line instructor. in
some videos I understood better and in some lectures i understood the instruction better. It all depends.

For the new online circumstances we had to face, I think you did a fantastic job!

Amazing Professor! Explains everything necessary.

Professor Nguyen was extremely organized and set up the class in a way where there was no confusion about assignments or
exams. She did an amazing job at setting up this class and provided extra detail on everything.

Very clear although with an accent.

AMAZING INSTRUCTOR!

If we has a question or misunderstood something she really took the time to make sure we had a clear understanding. She was
also clear with assignment expectations and due dates

Instructor Enthusiasm Comments

Comments

keep it up

My professor set up after hours one on one sessions with me on several occasions so that I could understand the material. It has
been a pleasure because he is so bubbly in his personality that's encouraging.

Your enthusiasm made me want to learn a subject I originally had no interest in, but thanks to you I know do!

You can tell this professor is very passionate about this subject. They love helping students.

I loved her enthusiasm!! She genuinely loved mathematics and her attitude about the subject made me enjoy learning from her. I'm
not a fan of math but I enjoyed learning about statistics because she explained things very well.

Moderate.

She always motivated us to do well in the class, she really went above and beyond for her students

Group Interaction Comments

Comments

the group interactions were good , but not the best. it helped me a bit.

The technology was bad for group activities. After we left out of the chat rooms the audio was hard to connect to.

I always felt encouraged to ask questions

Always looked for volunteers but called on people to answer questions. Very open to questions being asked.

Professor Nguyen was very understanding and kind. Whether the class is in person or online, I was always afraid to ask other
professors questions because they would sometimes make you feel bad to ask questions. Professor Nguyen made me feel
welcome to always ask questions and she would always say, "thank you for your questions!" after answering. She was never
biased or judgmental, she just cared about the class learning and doing well in the course.

Minimal.

Individual Rapport Comments

Comments

you cared about the students and tried very hard with us

You reply to emails very fast!

So kind and caring. I love this professor.

Professor Nguyen is the type of professor that other professors should learn from. She would always reply to emails and treated
every person with respect. She was incredibly kind and understanding, which is very hard to come by. I have no doubt in my mind
that if all professors were like her, we would have a better education system.

None.

She was very flexible with us and always was willing to meet with us if neccessary
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Breadth of Coverage Comments

Comments

She did a great job explaining everything in detail. She would always make sure everyone understood before moving on to the next
subject.

Everything in general.

Examinations/Grading Comments

Comments

I appreciate your corrections

Always went over homework and study guides to help with getting good grades.

She always gave advice on how to solve questions if we got them wrong. She even encouraged us to resubmit our mistakes for
points which allowed students to learn what they did wrong and how to do better in the future. This is so rare because most
professor care about points, but Professor Nguyen only cared about her students success.

Was the best when it came to grading, was very lenient and gave back points for showing work.

None.

Assignments/Readings Comments

Comments

Homework helped with the exams. Very useful.

I never cared so much about math but I actually used the information I learned from this class in life and other classes. I even
incorporated Dr. Nguyen's organization in this class with my other classes. This surprised me because I never expected to learn so
much in this class.

None.

Workload/Difficulty Comments

Comments

I'm not a traditional student so managing school, work. and children was challenging. The problems are very time consuming. I had
a few technical difficulties and mishaps at home with unexpected major home repairs with various systems which put me behind.

Challenging at times but the Professor was always available for questions and to help solve problems.

If statistics was a difficult subject, Professor Nguyen made this subject easy by her teaching and explaining things perfectly. It made
me realize that there are no such thing as "hard classes" when you have a good professor.

None.

Although math is a hard subject for me, the professor made sure all the materials were helpful and useful for us
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Please provide your overall comments on the course, your learning, and the instructor's
teaching.

Comments

The extra one on one assistance was very helpful I just feel behind in my time management to finish my assignments due to
unforeseen circumstances.

Even though math is my hardest subject you made this class very enjoyable and I greatly appreciate you and the way you teach.

I love Professor Nguyen! Best professor I’ve had at WSU so far. They are so kind and always willing to help when students are
struggling! 10/10 !!!

Normally I don't care about doing these rating and I don't type spend the time to type out my opinion, but Professor Nguyen
DESERVES taking time to review her teaching. She is an amazing person and an excellent professor. I learned so much about
statistics and she made me excited to attend online class meetings. I loved how kind and how understanding she was, especially
during this pandemic. I also loved how she didn't care about the points, she would offer a lot of extra credit and opportunities for
students to maintain a good grade in class. She cared more about students learning statistics and applying that knowledge. I can
count on one hand professors that did not view their students as "a grade" but rather an individual learning. Professor Nguyen
showed that to her students and honestly I'll never forget her character. Because of her character, it motivated me to try to be better
and make sure I wouldn't disappoint her. She was always helpful and would boost up our self esteem. I wish she was my professor
for all my classes.

The instructor was amazing, the best professor I have had at Wayne State. Very helpful and so nice.

The professor was so kind and amazing.

Nyugen Truc Dao Nyugen is the best math teacher I have ever had. So understanding and wants everyone to do well. Prepared us
so well, truly the best

Amazing teacher, taught so much better than most professors.

I was scared to take this course but I am glad I got to take it with this instructor. If it wasn’t for her I wouldn’t be doing as well as I am

Additional Comments

Additional comments you would like to convey to your instructor.

Comments

you were a great professor.

I have learned a lot during this semester. Your kindness is very much appreciated.

Thank you for being the most understanding professor, I will forever remember you and recommend you to any student who needs
to take this class. Math is such a hard subject for me but you explain things so easily and have such high patience and I will always
be thankful.

Thank you so much for everything. You are an amazing instructor. My favorite professor I’ve had so far my college career! So kind
and caring, you really make a difference in students education!

Amazing professor! So understanding and helpful to the needs of the students, always available to help! One of the best professors
I've ever had in my 5 years of undergrad.

I LITERALLY LOVE YOU PROFESSOR. These reviews are anonymous so you know that its true. You were one of the best
professors I've had and you did an amazing job teaching this course!! I know life gets hard sometimes, but your personality and
your kindness helped students like me. I hope that I'm as kind as you in the near future. I hope the absolute best for you and you are
successful in everything that you do! :)

I would like for the HHW to be due on the same day as the online HW. Different due dates were sometimes confusing. 

Prof. Nguyen is very sweet and understanding – he cares a lot about us and wants us to succeed. I don't learn very well online so it
was not the ideal semester for me.

Personally, synchronous courses seemed pointless sometimes – I would read all of the notes and watch all of Dr. Pineau's
lectures, so I don't know why attendance contributed to our final grades. Especially during a pandemic it is not ideal to meet at
certain times. Other than that, this class was pretty great, I learned a lot and appreciate Professor Nguyen to the end of the world.

Stay Awesome.

Thank you so much for an amazing semester, you are a great teacher!

Youre the best!
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Would you like to see something deleted from this course? If so, please indicate here:

Comments

no it was overall good

n/a

I think the course is very well designed.

No.

Would you like to see something added to this course? If so, please indicate here:

Comments

all was good

It would be nice to have more of a variety of tutoring hours for students that may work the night shift.

n/a

Everything the course had was excellent !

No.
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